Information on propagation of about 80 species of Pacific Northwest native plants
is presented in table form, grouped by eleven protocols, followed by details about
requirements for some specific plants, and rules of thumb for propagation techniques. Propagation of natives often involves trial and error, attempting multiple
techniques and keeping good records. Communication with other propagators is
invaluable.
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I am fortunate to have access to a very good propagation facility. I do not work
exclusively with native plants — they share an annual production schedule with more
than 100,000 annuals and perennials for our gardeners and hundreds of ornamentals for nursery stock. Though not an expert, I am a professional, and it is my aim
that my empirical, (i.e. trial and error) experience may save others time and effort.
My work with about 80 native species is presented in tables, grouped under eleven
protocols. I will discuss some discoveries I have made and rules of thumb which I
find useful. To live up to the title of this presentation, I also list some failures. I
use my more interesting failures and near misses to illustrate some of the lessons
I've learned. My techniques are not the only ones, but they work for me, and the
lesson of that is that by sharing experiences with others, we can make connections
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which will help us all solve our propa-

the techniques described, I hope to

gation problems in a variety of ways.

contribute something new rather than
repeating what we all know from our
readings.
The adventure often begins with seed

•

Actea rubra (have not tried second

cold period)
•

Achlys triphylla (digging and grow-

ing to divide work better)
•

Arctostaphylos ova-ursi. Very few ger-

I could also call this section "partial

collection and storage. I also purchase

successes" because some were more

seeds, and I have noted which seeds

successful than others, and some

(scarifying to within a few mm

were purchased and which were col-

qualify as learning from mistakes, as

of embryo, warm stratification,

lected in the tables which follow. The

you will see in the discussion of les-

water with vinegar, cold stratifi-

decision path I follow is fairly simple:

sons and rules of thumb. Most seeds

cation and returning to warm).

if I cannot find germination informa-

will germinate when natural condi-

Reluctance to use sulfuric acid

tion, I try germinating without treat-

tions are simulated in an artificial en-

prevented me from using that

ment. This serves as warm stratifica-

vironment. That may seem both ob-

method. Cuttings can be quite

tion for those which need it, and if

vious and easy, but it is not always the

successful if taken in fall/winter.

they do germinate, so much the bet-

case. Some seeds will germinate un-

ter. If not, I begin to treat the seeds,

der a wide variety of conditions, and

first with cold stratification for at

others will stubbornly refuse to ger-

least 90 days, often longer. If germi-

minate even after careful handling, and

nation is not good after a warm ger-

therein lies the challenge. As techni-

mination period (65-70° F.) I either

seeds were burned and given cold

cal as propagation can be, it is also an

try a second cold period, or I might

stratification outside, unburned

intuitive art. My self-taught technique

start over with a new batch treated by

seeds were given boiling water

has been to find out what I can about

scarifying or heat, depending on the

treatment and cold stratified to no

individual plants, then apply a few

ecology of the plant. If refrigerator

avail. Fall and winter cuttings work

standard treatments. Toogood (1999)

stratification was used the first time,

moderately well, though not easy.

has wonderful, easily understood in-

I would try them outside. If germina-

formation on all types of propagation,

tion occurs anywhere along the way, I

and in a smaller space than any other

keep track of the percentage, and add

reference I use. Young and Young

or stop treatment depending on suc-

(1986) contains information on steps

cess of germination.

minated after much treatment,

•

Maianthemum dilatatum (purchased

seed has not germinated, have not
collected). Division is successful.
•

•

Arctostaphylos columbiana collected

Trillium ovatum (sown fresh, cold

stratified).

to follow during collection, processThe real interest in propagation lies

ing, storing and germination testing
and trials for plants with unknown

in gaining a feel for handling and

requirements.

working with plants so that the finThese six species have shown a mysti-

ished product turns out well. Though

When I research a plant I haven't

fying lack of germination despite best

it is often difficult to describe in de-

propagated, I find that references of-

efforts and multiple treatments. I would

tail the knowledge gained through ex-

ten do not cover the one I am trying

call them complete failures, as opposed

perience, I will attempt to discuss

to grow, or that I need to alter rec-

to those which yielded some informa-

some guiding principles here.

ommended techniques in order to suc-

tion. I'm sure many people have nc

ceed (this is especially true for cut-

trouble with these species, and I would

tings). Because I have actually applied

love to hear from you!
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Don't assume anything

levels drop during the late spring and

paper towels or peat moss and put in

Two examples will illustrate this im-

summer.

a plastic carton or plastic bags. If
placed outdoors, it is a good idea to

portant point. It appeared from rumor
and my own reading that Holodiscus

Don't give up too soon

put plastic domes on the flats. Out-

discolor was difficult to propagate. One

Some seeds either have a variable ger-

door flats will need more water, they

reference suggested that seeds needed

mination time or take an extremely

may need to be protected from freez-

a very long period of cold stratifica-

long time to germinate, independently

ing, although some freezing is recom-

tion. I had not had any luck with cut-

of the natural variation one would

mended for some seeds, and they will

tings, and decided to forge ahead and

expect when working with wild col-

need to be vented.

try seeds. After they had been in the

lected seed. For example, I have had

refrigerator only two months, I dis-

All stratification is not equal. For cer-

Mahonia nervosa germinate readily the

covered that they were germinating in

tain plants, there appears to be a dif-

first year, and a different batch of the

huge numbers. This very useful plant

ference in germination success be-

same species fail to germinate until

and can be grown to gallon or two

tween refrigeration and natural out-

their second cold stratification period

gallon size in one year including

door stratification. Alternating day/

the next year. I have speculated that

stratification time.

night temperatures may induce faster

the slow germination might be be-

and better germination, or the length

cause of age, lower moisture content

of time in cold, or possibly a light

in the dried seed, or other variables.

freeze. If I was able to compare the

The slow germinators were purchased,

two methods, I have noted it in my

the faster ones I collected, however I

tables.

I also had a chance to experiment with
Lysichiton americanum and make a midcourse correction. Seeds were collected, cleaned and dried as usual but
when dried, they shriveled alarmingly.
Another gardener and I had noticed a
clear jelly attached to the ripe seeds,
and I realized I should be seeing that
it had a purpose. I collected a second
batch and saved the sinkers separately
from the floaters when cleaning them.
The usual cleaning method is to discard the seeds which float in water and
save the sinkers which have heavier and
therefore viable embryos). In this case,
the floaters may have had more of the
jelly attached. I then sowed the dried
seeds, 100 sinkers, and 1_00 floaters

have had the same thing happen with
my collected seeds. Whatever the reason, for low germinators, a second
winter of cold is often helpful. As can
be seen from my examples of Mahonia
flats, it is often worth it because you
get enough plants to make it worthwhile, and you preserve some genetic
variability by not throwing out the
seeds too soon. The moss cover can
obscure, but does not ruin your seedling crop. Try to get the liverworts out
before they take over the flat.

Pay careful attention
This may be obvious, but it is easy to
forget to check your seeds often.
Seeds will dry out in the refrigerator,
and keeping moisture and temperature
within limits is crucial. It is not easy
to do this for seeds which are in a flat
for months, and it's essential to check
daily during periods of sunny weather.
Once seeds imbibe moisture, it may
take only one episode of drying to
destroy the flat.

Stratification

Scarification

did plump up, even after a lot of soak-

Seeds must be moist for stratification.

My favorite mechanical method is to

ing. The floaters had a 60% germina-

Tiny seeds will do better in the refrig-

put seeds in a rock tumbler with gran-

tion rate, the sinkers a 50% rate ini-

erator where you can check often.

ite grit; even more abrasive products

tially, and over a few months all 200

They can be mixed with damp sand

used in rock polishing could be used.

of the non-dried seeds germinated. No

in a plastic carton or sow them in flats

Rubus spectabilis has very hard seeds and

doubt the jelly keeps the seeds moist

and put the flat in the refrigerator.

seems to benefit from the rock tum-

until they germinate, even as water

Larger seeds can be folded into wet

bler technique.

in separate flats. The dried seeds never
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Afterripening and/or warm
stratification

frigerator after three months. Seed-

I've noted the species which need

very little water and no liquid fertil-

some warm stratification before a cold

izer (leaves will burn). It is not rec-

period. This can also be used as a

ommended to transplant Madrone in

backup technique when seeds don't

the fall (Date. pers. comm) Spring is

germinate well.

a better time for salvaging other

lings are temperamental in needing

Ericaceae, like Salal, and repotting

Sowing media

Madrone.

Granite chicken grit, available in feed

Sambucus sp., Rubus spectabilis ,
Dicentra Formosa

stores, is useful for covering seeds
which tend to damp off. It also has

Herman Melville explored whales and
human nature. Plants may seem more
humble, but the discovery process is
no less thrilling and metaphysical. The
i mportant thing is to keep an open

the added effect of making the sur-

Both S. racemosa and S. caerulea will ger-

and adventurous mind. My goals have

face easier to water and prevents

minate sporadically during warm

been to share some practical informa-

puddles. It will allow some light in if

stratification but the main germina-

tion I have discovered. Besides propa-

sown thinly, and grit can also be added

tion comes after cold stratification.

gation experience with 80 or so spe-

to the soil mix to increase drainage in

and prefer a period of warm stratifi-

cies, I have tried to extract lessons

the medium without adding a lot of

cation before cold.

from the time I've spent observing and
working with seeds and plants. I in-

weight.

Rosa sp.

Don't be afraid to fail

lish a network of knowledge from
These very hard seeds need an inor-

If there is a message in my presenta-

dinately long cold period of nine to

tion it is that failure equals learning.

twelve months.

If you fail, try again and try something
new. Don't avoid doing something
because it might not work (see the

vite others to contact me and estab-

Scirpus tabernaemontanii
(= S. lacustris ssp.
) validus

which we can all benefit. By maintaining connections I believe we can increase our personal effectiveness, save
ti me and improve our success rate.

part about not assuming anything).
Intuition is extremely helpful in
propagation, which is a lot like baking. You never know how it will turn
out until you open the oven, and it
sometimes involves minute adjustments during the preparation phase.

Following recommendations in Baskin
and Baskin (1998) I will be storing
my collected seed refrigerated in water. I have had only 10%-20% germination rates with seed stored dry and
cold stratified.

I am grateful for the support of my
employer, the Seattle Department of
Parks and Recreation, Citywide Horticulture Unit which enabled me to
expand native plant production at

Saxifrages in general

Jefferson Greenhouse and to docu-

A few species' idiosyncrasies
Arbutus menziesii

With the exception of Tiarella trifoliata,

also indebted to other propagators

saxifrages appear to have similar ger-

with whom I have corresponded: Linda

While it may be considered hard to

mination requirements. They will ger-

Date, Firetrail Nursery, Marysville,

transplant, Pacific Madrone is quite

minate at about 65 degrees F. with-

Washington, has been very generous

easy to grow in containers. Germina-

out any treatment in about a month.

with her first hand experiences; Debby

tion is high, and will occur in the re-

They may germinate better with light.

Cole, local member of the Pacific

ment and present my findings. I am
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Coast Native Iris Society, Mercer Island, Washington provided germination information; Steve Erickson and
Marianne Edain of Frosty Hollow
Ecological Restoration, Whidbey Island, Washington; and John Brown of
Judd Creek Nursery, Vashon Island,
Washington dropped the occasional
pearl of wisdom via e-mail listserves
and personal communications.
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